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Barbara Hardy has been thinking and writing about George Eliot for about fifty years, always 
in ways that push against reigning orthodoxies, and that immerse us in particular patterns of 
imagery, affect, or narrative organization that make the substance and texture of George Eliot's 
work come alive. Her new book is no exception. This 'anti-biography', as she calls it, is an 
attempt 'to redress the balance' of conventional biography by focusing on the effect of George 
Eliot's life on her writing, rather than on retelling the story of her life (xi). In fact, it redresses 
more balances than that. Hardy has always been honest about the ways that formal literary 
criticism covers over the felt experience of reading in its need to tell bigger stories; near the 
end of this book she more nearly encapsulates what she is doing when she refers to 'lived 
moments often ignored in the broad narrative sweep of biography, and fictional moments 
neglected in theme-and-pattem-seeking criticism' (147). As I read George Eliot: A Critic's 
Biography, I came to think of it as a series of little thought gardens planted at various junctures 
and less-visited spots in the highly landscaped territory of George Eliot biography. These 
gardens can sometimes seem almost random - this is not a book for a reader who does not 
already have a basic chronology of George Eliot's life in mind - but they are wonderfully 
fertilizing for the imagination, and likely to spread in fruitful ways. Most importantly, they 
humanize: Hardy's George Eliot is not a formidable intellectual, or a voice of her century, or a 
suffering and conflicted being; she is a writer who, in odd ways and places, transforms some 
of her personal experiences when she makes fiction. 
Each of Hardy's chapters juxtaposes biographical stories, texts of letters, and brief moments 
from novels or essays that bear on central categories: family, lovers, travel and foreignness, 
women friends, illness and death. The final chapter collects image clusters that thread from 
letters to fictions throughout George Eliot's life. The chapters are neither systematic nor 
comprehensive; if the reader sometimes wonders exactly where she is being led from 
paragraph to paragraph, she may well find compensation in the suggestiveness and originality 
of the judgements and perceptions. When it comes to making connections between letters or 
persons and moments in novels, Hardy has perfect emotional pitch, and she often quietly 
undermines old biographical saws as she goes along. We have heard too much of all the bad 
mothers in George Eliot's novels and their linkage with Christiana Evans, but Hardy tells us 
about passages in which strong mother-love is represented. When she points to the passage in 
Adam Bede where the narrator comments, 'Family likeness has often a great sadness in it', 
Hardy presents it convincingly as an undercover appeal to brother Isaac. When she connects 
George Eliot's many rowing scenes with her affinity for Rousseau, or emphasizes the need for 
foreignness in a writer so often saddled with an ideology of rootedness, fresh air breathes 
through the book. 
In a chapter nicely titled 'Three or Four Love Stories', Hardy does what needed to be done: she 
replaces the old story of George Eliot's needy dependence on a man with a tale of emotional 
resilience, and she rightly celebrates the creative inspiration that flowed from the union of 
George Eliot and George Henry Lewes: 'George Eliot had that ideal conversation with Lewes' 
(105). In the chapter on illness and death, we get an especially keen sense of Hardy's 
sympathetic imagination (perhaps the right word would be 'Einfiihlung') as she traces the 
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sickroom experience of Mary Ann Evans, nursing her father with a kind of calm narrowing of 
perspective, to the nursing passages written for Janet Dempster and Mary Garth, and as she 
thinks about Thornie Lewes's death in connection with meditations on death in Middlemarch. 
Even the quotations George Eliot inscribed in her journal during her intense grieving for 
George Henry Lewes get a fully imagined hearing as Hardy traces particular associations that 
each excerpt might have evoked. 
Underlying the work of this book there is, of course, a larger question about how to represent 
the interplay of life and art. Especially when so many connections are made between particular 
people in George Eliot's life and characters or episodes in novels, the spectre of 'hunting the 
originals' comes uncomfortably into view. Hardy worries that question most openly in the 
chapter called 'Acquaintances and Friends', which focuses (without quite explaining its 
choices) on three of George Eliot's several women friends: Maria Lewis, Sara Hennell, and 
Jane Senior. Hardy begins the chapter by alluding to George Eliot's own problem with making 
'portraits' of real people in her early fiction; one of her models, the Rev. John Gwyther, wrote 
a letter of protest, while George Eliot's family in Warwickshire is known to have played the 
game of identifying sources among their acquaintances. Where Hardy stands on this question 
of the early portrait writing is a bit unclear, but she uses the issue to draw a distinction between 
two kinds of writing from life: 'transformation or re-imagining' and 'replication' (107). Clearly 
her goal is to acquit George Eliot (and therefore herself) of mere 'replication'; she stresses the 
ways that a writer transforms attributes that may have been suggested by a friend or 
acquaintance and, by the end of the chapter, talks of lane Senior not as a source but as a 
possible 'prompt' in George Eliot's creation of Dorothea Brooke. She is most convincing about 
this process, to my mind, when she describes the way the attributes of a character 'come out of 
a process in which real lives are abstracted and re-particularized' and when she admits that it 
is impossible to know: 'We speculate about origins and inspirations, but only know about 
adhesions and affinities' (130). 
The question remains a live one, as it is for any biographer-critic who knows that fiction is a 
transformation and a renegotiation of life experience, and who is also wary of reducing the 
process to a transfer between the incommensurate categories of life and art. Hardy may be on 
safe ground when she follows the image-clusters in George Eliot's mind from letters to their 
many transformations in fiction; from such clusters we get a sense of the creative imagination 
as it lands on certain metaphors that mysteriously gather and encapsulate intense private 
experience. But Hardy never reduces even her suggested life-models to anything like 
portraiture. If we come away thinking about resemblances between Dorothea Brooke and Jane 
Senior, it is because George Eliot bestowed similar language on the real friend and the 
imagined heroine, and caught both in the same imaginary net. 
Rosemarie Bodenheimer 
Boston College 
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